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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

February 9, 2021, I published an article that clari8ed the medical and legal de#nitions of a

“vaccine.” In the article, I noted that mRNA COVID-19 jabs did not meet those de8nitions, in part

because they don’t prevent infection or spread. In reality, they’re experimental gene therapies. In

July that year, The New York Times published a hit piece on me citing that February 9 article:

“The article that appeared online on Feb. 9 began with a seemingly innocuous question

about the legal de;nition of vaccines. Then over its next 3,400 words, it declared

coronavirus vaccines were ‘a medical fraud’ and said the injections did not prevent

infections, provide immunity or stop transmission of the disease.

Instead, the article claimed, the shots ‘alter your genetic coding, turning you into a viral

protein factory that has no off-switch.’ Its assertions were easily disprovable ...”

P/zer Moved ‘at the Speed of Science’

Fast-forward to early October 2022, and my claims were oPcially con8rmed during a COVID

hearing in the European Parliament. Dutch member Rob Roos questioned P8zer’s president of

international developed markets, Janine Small, about whether P8zer had in fact tested and

con8rmed that their mRNA jab would prevent transmission prior to its rollout.

As noted by Roos, the entire premise behind COVID shot mandates and vaccine passports was that

by taking the shot, you would protect others, as it would prevent infection and spread of COVID-19.

Small replied:

“No. We had to really move at the speed of science to understand what is happening in the

market ... and we had to do everything at risk.”

“ This means the COVID passport was based on a
big lie. The only purpose of the COVID passport:
forcing people to get vaccinated. I find this
shocking — even criminal. ~ Rob Roos, MEP”

As noted by Roos, “This means the COVID passport was based on a big lie. The only purpose of the

COVID passport: forcing people to get vaccinated.” Roos added that he found this deception

“shocking — even criminal.”

In the video below, biologist and nurse teacher John Campbell, Ph.D., reviews this growing scandal.

He points out that U.K. government oPcials emphatically assured the public that everything that

was normally done in clinical trials for a vaccine was done for the COVID shots. Now we’re told that

was not the case after all.

The question is why? According to Small, these basic trials were not done because they “had to

move at the speed of science.” But just what does that mean? As noted by Campbell, these are “just

words without meaning.” It’s complete nonsense.

Moreover, what does it mean to “do everything at risk”? Campbell admits he has no idea what that

means. I don’t either, but were I to venture a guess, I’d guess it means they knowingly skipped

certain testing even though they knew the risks of doing so.

Government and Media Promulgated a Blatant Lie

Over the past three years, mainstream media have promulgated the lie that the COVID shots will

prevent infection and transmission, telling us that anyone who doesn’t get the shot is sel8sh at

best, and at worst, a potential murderer at large. Anyone who refuses poses a serious biomedical

threat to society, hence the need for heavy-handedness.

Alas, it was all a lie from the start. The frustrating part is that we’ve KNOWN for well over two years

that the shots were never tested for transmission interruption, yet everyone in government and

media insisted they would do just that.

In October 2020, Peter Doshi, associate editor of The BMJ, highlighted the fact that the trials were

not designed to reveal whether the vaccines would prevent transmission, which is key if you want to

end the pandemic. He wrote:

“None of the trials currently under way are designed to detect a reduction in any serious

outcome such as hospital admissions, use of intensive care, or deaths. Nor are the

vaccines being studied to determine whether they can interrupt transmission of the virus.”

So, by October 2020, at the latest, it was clear that no studies had been done to determine whether

the shots actually prevented transmission, which is a prerequisite for the claim that you’ll save the

lives of others if you take it. 

By then, Moderna had also admitted they were not testing its jab’s ability to prevent infection. Tal

Zaks, chief medical oPcer at Moderna, stated that this kind of trial would require testing volunteers

twice a week for long periods of time — a strategy he called “operationally untenable.”

So, neither P8zer nor Moderna had any clue whether their COVID shots would prevent transmission

or spread, as that was never tested, yet with the aid of government oPcials and media, they led the

public to believe they would. Below is just one example where P8zer clearly obfuscated the truth.  If

stopping transmission was their “highest priority,” why didn’t they test and con8rm that their shot

was accomplishing this priority?

Similarly, in an Israeli interview  (below), Bourla stated that “The ePcacy of our vaccine in children

is 80%.” The reporter asked him to clarify, “Are you talking about ePcacy to prevent severe disease

or to prevent infection?” and Bourla replied, “To prevent infection.” How could he say that when

preventing infection has never been tested? Is that not evidence of fraud, caught on camera?

COVID Shots Have Been Fraudulently Marketed

As I stated in February 2021, the shots are a medical fraud. A true vaccine prevents infection;

COVID shots don’t. Hence, they’ve also been fraudulently marketed. Governments around the world

enabled this marketing fraud and media promulgated it.

As a result of mandating COVID shots and vaccine passports based on a blatant lie, millions have

suffered potentially permanent harm and/or have died. Millions have also lost their jobs, forfeited

careers and missed out on educational opportunities. This all happened because we DIDN’T follow

the science.

Massive ConNicts of Interest Have Been Allowed

Why did government agencies go along with what was, to anyone with a microgram of critical

thinking skills, an apparent fraud? Probably, because they’re in on it. As reported by investigative

journalist Paul Thacker, the same PR company that serves Moderna and P8zer also staffs the U.S.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Division of Viral Diseases team:

“Early last month [September 2022], CDC Director Rochelle P. Walensky endorsed

recommendations by the CDC Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) for

updated COVID-19 boosters from P;zer-BioNTech and Moderna.

‘This recommendation followed a comprehensive scienti;c evaluation and robust scienti;c

discussion,’ Dr. Walensky said in a statement. ‘If you are eligible, there is no bad time to get

your COVID-19 booster and I strongly encourage you to receive it’ ...

[The] PR ;rm Weber Shandwick, which has long represented P;zer and other

pharmaceutical companies and began providing public relations support to Moderna

sometime in 2020.

In an odd case of synchronicity — and let’s be honest, a whiff of undue in_uence — Weber

Shandwick employees are also embedded at the CDC’s National Center for Immunization

and Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD), the CDC group that implements vaccine programs and

oversees the work of ACIP [CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices] ...

The CDC has refused to respond to questions explaining this apparent con_ict ... ‘[It] is

irresponsible of CDC to issue a PR contract to Weber Shandwick, knowing that the ;rm also

works for Moderna and P;zer,’ emailed Public Citizen’s Craig Holman. ‘It raises legitimate

questions of whose interests Weber Shandwick will put ;rst — their private sector clients or

the public’s interest at NCIRD.’”

Incidentally, Weber Shandwick was in 2016 found to have ghostwritten a drug study for Forest

Pharmaceuticals — another unethical practice that has undermined the foundation of medical

science for decades.

One PR Company, One Consistent Message

Weber Shandwick’s responsibilities at the CDC include but are not limited to “generating story

ideas, distributing articles and conducting outreach to news, media and entertainment

organizations” to boost vaccination rates.  The company provides similar services to Moderna.

For example, it helped generate 7,000 news articles internationally after Moderna applied for

emergency use authorization (EUA) for its jab.

In June 2022, Moderna announced a “cross-discipline team drawing on talent and expertise from

Weber Shandwick” would “drive the brand’s narrative globally,” and “support Moderna in activating

and engaging key internal and external audiences, including employees, consumers, health care

providers, vaccine recipients and policymakers.”

Considering the primary COVID jab makers have the same PR company as the CDC, is it any wonder

that the messaging has been so consistently one-sided? As noted by Doshi in a recent interview on

German television,  mainstream media have consistently ignored COVID jab data and have “not

done a good job in providing balanced coverage” about the shots.

“We’re not getting the information we need to make better choices and to have a more

informed understanding of risk and bene;t,” he told the interviewer, adding:

“It was very unfortunate that from the beginning, what was presented to us by public health

oacials was a picture of great certainty ... but the reality was that there were extremely

important unknowns.

We entered a situation where essentially the stakes became too high to later present that

uncertainty to people. I think that's what set us off on the wrong foot. Public oacials

should have been a lot more forthright about the gaps in our knowledge.”

Reanalysis of Trial Data Con/rms COVID Shot Dangers

In late September 2022, Doshi published a risk-bene8t analysis focused on serious adverse events

observed in P8zer’s and Moderna’s COVID trials. Reanalysis of the data showed 1 in 800 who get a

COVID shot suffers a serious injury. As detailed in Doshi’s paper:

“P;zer and Moderna mRNA COVID-19 vaccines were associated with an excess risk of

serious adverse events of special interest of 10.1 and 15.1 per 10,000 vaccinated over

placebo baselines of 17.6 and 42.2 respectively.

Combined, the mRNA vaccines were associated with an excess risk of serious adverse

events of special interest of 12.5 per 10,000 vaccinated; risk ratio 1.43.

The P;zer trial exhibited a 36 % higher risk of serious adverse events in the vaccine group

... The Moderna trial exhibited a 6 % higher risk of serious adverse events in the vaccine

group ... Combined, there was a 16 % higher risk of serious adverse events in mRNA

vaccine recipients ...”

Doshi and his coauthors also concluded that the increase in adverse events from the shots

surpassed the reduction in risk of being hospitalized with COVID-19. So, in short, the shots confer

more harm than good.

Sen. Rand Paul Promises Investigation

A spokesperson for Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., replied to an inquiry by Thacker stating, “[T]hat CDC had

a contract with the same PR 8rm representing the manufacturers of the COVID-19 vaccine raises

serious concerns,” adding that “these conmicts of interest will be thoroughly investigated” by the

Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions (HELP) — which oversees the CDC —

sometime next year.

After the November midterms, Paul will be next in line as the top Republican on this committee. It’s

well worth noting that, at bare minimum, this kind of conmict of interest should have been disclosed

by both parties. At best, it should have been avoided altogether. The CDC did neither. It didn’t

disclose its relationship with the PR 8rm and it didn’t prevent the conmict of interest from

developing in the 8rst place.

What Was the COVID Jab Push All About?

The rational take-home from all this is that the massive push to inject the global population with

these experimental jabs was never about following science and protecting others.

It was always about promoting a false, invented narrative designed to allow for the implementation

of a top-down directive to inject every person on the planet with a novel mRNA technology. This, in

turn, brings up two central questions:

• Who’s at the top? — We don’t yet know. All we can say for sure is that they have a very powerful

and global inmuence — powerful enough that government oPcials have willingly lied and

sacri8ced their own populations in an incredibly risky medical experiment.

• Why is injecting everyone with mRNA technology so important to the anonymous decision-

makers? — Again, we don’t know, but it’s quite clear that there’s a reason for it, that it’s

supposed to accomplish something.

As detailed in previous articles, the only rational reason for why the CDC is allowing COVID jab

EUA’s for young children is because they’re assisting drug makers in their effort to obtain

liability shielding by getting the shots onto the childhood vaccination schedule.

ACIP is poised to add COVID shots to the childhood vaccination schedule any day now,  and

once on the childhood schedule, vaccine makers will not be liable for injuries and deaths

occurring from their shots, whether they occur in children or adults.

Also, remember that even though the U.S. Food and Drug Administration granted full approval

to P8zer’s Comirnaty COVID shot, Comirnaty was never released to the public. The P8zer shot

being given is still under EUA.

Why was Comirnaty never released? Probably because once the shot has full FDA approval,

liability kicks in. It appears they’re trying to avoid liability by getting the EUA shot on the

childhood schedule before Comirnaty is rolled out and starts injuring and killing people.

Now, if they’re concerned about liability, that means they know the shot is dangerous. And if

they know it’s dangerous (which all available data clearly show it is), then why do they want

every person on the planet to get it?

Following this line of questioning to its logical conclusion leads us to the shocking conclusion

that even though we don’t know the reasons why, the injuries and deaths from these jabs are

intentional.

Vaccine Makers Continue to Spread Lies

Despite Small’s unequivocally clear admission that P8zer has not tested its COVID shot to ascertain

whether it prevents transmission, P8zer’s CEO still does not shy away from insinuating as much.

Here’s what he tweeted out October 12, 2022.  He’s not saying the shot has been con8rmed to

prevent COVID, but he insinuates that it does by saying the FDA authorized it for the prevention of

COVID. This is also known as lying by omission.

Meanwhile, so-called fact checkers are trying to salvage P8zer’s reputation by saying the company

never actually stated the shot would stop transmission.  That may be so, but government oPcials

and media DID claim it would prevent both infection and spread, and P8zer never corrected them,

even as people were being 8red and ostracized from society for not taking the jab.

If they were truly on the up-and-up, P8zer oPcials would have clari8ed that the shot had not been

tested to con8rm it would prevent transmission, and until that was known, mandates and passports

had no basis. P8zer didn’t do that. Instead, they went along with it.

The Jabs Were Always To Be Pushed — ‘By Fair Means or Foul’

In conclusion, there’s no reason to trust government ever again, at least not in the U.S., which

stands alone in pushing the jab on toddlers. (The reason for that, as mentioned earlier, is probably

to get the jabs onto the childhood vaccination schedule, which will shield the vaccine makers from

8nancial liability for harms.)

As noted by GB News host Neil Oliver in the video above, the very basis for COVID mandates or

vaccine passports — that everyone had to get jabbed for the greater good, to protect others and

help end the pandemic — was a deliberate lie from the start.

Many of us realized this early on, but our voices were drowned out as government, Big Tech and

media pulled out all the stops, censoring anyone who told the truth. And all who have participated in

this grand deception remain unrepentant to this day.

In a recent Twitter thread, a Twitter user named Daniel Hadas lays out an excellent description of

what the last three years were really about:

“The debate over whether, when, and to what extent lies were told about COVID vaccines

preventing transmission misses a central point: No matter what the trial data showed, the

vaccines were ALWAYS going to be pushed on entire populations, by fair means or foul.

Very early on, the COVID response was locked into a speci;c narrative. The world would

lock down and stay safe, while brave scientists hammered away at a vaccine ... You may

recall that, in the ;rst months of COVID, there was a lot of breathless talk about whether

there would EVER be a vaccine.

This was all nonsense ... Our authorities would not have adopted the strategy of lockdown-

till-vaccine unless they were certain a vaccine could and would be made ...

The purpose of sowing fear that there might never be a vaccine was to increase gratitude

and enthusiasm when one came along. Indeed, every part of the early COVID response can

be understood as (in part) pre-release marketing for the vaccine ...

That's why COVID risks for the young were wildly ampli;ed. That's why there was unending

obfuscation of the central role of infection-conferred immunity both in protecting

individuals and in ending the pandemic.

The plan was that the vaccine would be met by a perfectly primed population:

immunologically naive, desperate to be released from lockdowns, terri;ed of COVID, eager

to do the right thing, i.e. protect others through taking the shots.

Once so much effort had gone into priming, it is UNIMAGINABLE that authorities would

have pivoted to telling us ... ‘Well, actually, the vaccine's safety pro;le is only so-so, eacacy

is murky, and most people don't need to worry about COVID anyway. So best most of you

not take this ... Sorry about the lockdowns.’

That was not in the script. So it was inevitable that the vaccine be pushed on everyone, and

inevitable that the best arguments for universal vaccination would be used. Those

arguments were: COVID is super-dangerous for YOU. Distrust in this vaccine is distrust in

science. Refusing to get vaccinated is immoral, because you will infect others.

The veracity of these claims didn't matter: they were in the script, and it was too late to

deviate ... Accordingly, the stage was also set for vaccine mandates.

None of this is conspiratorial. It is descriptive ... Clarifying the details won't alter the

essence of the picture — The COVID response was determined by a script of vaccine

salvation, and societies' investment in that script was too deep for mere realities to divert

its execution.”

The primary questions that still remain unanswered are: Why was this script created? What are its

intended consequences? And, who created it? As mentioned earlier, the evidence suggests harm is

an intended outcome — harm to our economy, our social order, our health, our life span and

reproductive capacity.

As for “why,” we can just look at what has been accomplished so far. Assuming the consequences

were intentional, the “why” appears to be wealth transfer, depopulation and the creation of a one

world government.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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‘Speed of Science’ — A Scandal Beyond Your Wildest Nightmare
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

The premise behind COVID shot mandates and vaccine passports was that by taking the shot, you would protect others, as it would prevent

infection and spread of COVID-19

'

In early October 2022, during a COVID hearing in the European Parliament, Dutch member Rob Roos questioned P8zer’s president of

international developed markets, Janine Small, about whether P8zer had in fact tested and con8rmed that their mRNA jab would prevent

transmission prior to its rollout

'

Small admitted that P8zer never tested whether their jab would prevent transmission because they had to “move at the speed of science to

understand what is happening in the market ... and we had to do everything at risk”

'

We’ve known for well over two years that the shots were never tested for transmission interruption. In October 2020, Peter Doshi, associate

editor of The BMJ, highlighted that trials were not designed to reveal whether the vaccines would prevent transmission. Yet everyone in

government and media insisted they would do just that

'

It was never about science or protecting others. It was always about following a predetermined narrative that sought to get experimental

mRNA technology into as many people as possible

'
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Joe Biden told the world that the unvaccinated were facing a "winter of serious illness and death" and that getting vaccinated was the

only real protection. He was reproducing the tired old narrative that the unvaccinated are sick and put others at risk. He is proving to

himself that the opposite is true. Security would be further enhanced by requiring proof of not having received certain vaccinations,

vaxx-free passports, so to speak. Given that the pharmaceutical industry heavily inmuences US health policy, it's no surprise that Biden

sounds like a pharmaceutical vaccine representative, albeit a senile one.

The lies will end up being despised when the minds are detached from the propaganda and misinformation. Biological weapons do not

prevent the spread, they promote new strains of the coronavirus and above all cause serious damage to those injected. It is about a

planned genocide, it is about the loss of rights and freedoms with the "immunity passports" that are actually the passports of disease and

death. In the United States, Canada, Australia, and Europe, unvaccinated people have been 8red from their jobs, barred from higher

education, banned from many sectors of public life, denied organ transplants, and even punished by judges in parole hearings.

probation and child custody. Meanwhile, COVID cases continued to rise in many highly vaccinated countries with vaccine passports and

other restrictions in place. As stated in the OCLA letter, it is entirely reasonable and legitimate to say 'no' to insuPciently tested vaccines

for which there is no reliable science. You are right to say 'no' to a violation of your dignity, your integrity and your bodily autonomy. It is

your body, and you have the right to choose. Transgenerational effects are unknown. Dysregulation of natural immunity is unknown
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You are being targeted by the mainstream media, government social engineering campaigns, unfair rules and policies,

collaborating employers, and the social media ma8a. They tell you that you are the problem now and that the world cannot return

to normal unless you get vaccinated Choosing not to get vaccinated is leaving room for reason, transparency and accountability to

emerge. Don't be intimidated. You are showing resiliency, integrity and determination. They are coming together in their

communities, making plans to help each other, and standing up for responsible science and free speech.

ocla.ca/a-letter-to-the-unvaccinated  This is a great truth: Studies are showing that biological weapons actually increase the risk of

contracting COVID-19 in older people and children who are not at risk from Covid.19!

While shots for children up to 6 months of age are recommended to the new Immunization Programs for Children and

Adolescents, which will be implemented in February 2023. greatgameindia.com/moderna-increase-covid-infection  (10/19/2022)

www.nejm.org/.../NEJMc2209371  (10/19/2022) This Other Truth: 95 Percent Of Corpses Had Received COVID Vaccine Within 2

Weeks Of Death:

Funeral Director www.theepochtimes.com/health/95-percent-of-corpses-had-received-covid-..

 top5-2022-10-23&src_cmp=top5-2022-10-23&utm_medium=email&est=KsNSGQx1tQjq89lic%2B5UWe%2FFjftcBi1UfK%2F6%2Fbg

2ZRiRfQc47Hs%2FgzwTn4soGEzv and another truth. A new study shows that almost everyone suffers heart damage from COVID

vaccines. In Canada, the medical community does not allow doctors to measure troponin levels which indicates increased heart

damage. stevekirsch.substack.com/p/new-study-shows-that-pretty-much?utm_source..  (12/10/2022)
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..and associating truths. Florida Surgeon General Dr. Joseph Ladapo A great interview from the only US Surgeon General who isn't

afraid to speak the truth about the risks associated with COVID vaccines.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/american-thought-leaders-series-morida?utm..  (10/21/2022) and a terrible truth: hiding data on the

risks of biological weapons: The BMJ recently published a powerful letter to Albert Bourla (CEO of P8zer) and Stphane Bancel

(CEO of Moderna). The letter was written by an international team of researchers who criticized Bourla and Bancel for withholding

data from their vax COVID clinical trials.

His criticism is framed in the critical context of his own alarming research on “the safety of covid-19 mRNA vaccines”. The

researchers urge P8zer and Moderna to publish their clinical trial data immediately, calling for "transparency, reproducibility, and

replication." www.naturalhealth365.com/researchers-call-for-full-transparency-over-c..  (10/14/2022) The foundations of

misinformation: P8zer plans to increase the price of the COVID-19 vaccine in the US by 400%.

P8zer was developed by BioNTech and is supported by a 375 million euro government grant Germany and 100 million euros ($97

million) in debt 8nancing from the European Union. www.theepochtimes.com/p8zer-plans-to-hike-price-of-us-covid-19-vaccin..

 23&src_cmp=health-2022-10-23&utm_medium=email&est=SySdG5KiJviVNGCKgSaHgo3v%2BYggunygxQjEHBYmdbAdb%2FF%2F

17l7hlfo8GYZWIio (10/21/2022)
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Gui, the Speed of Propaganda Science, Marketing Science, the Science of Sanctioned Corruption by Globally Monopoly

Corporations captured Regulatory Institutions. Pick one or any combination 8tting the Goliath preventing Scienti8c RESEARCH.

The Science of Research has been extremely diPcult around the Jab/s as actual data had to be gleaned from so many different

sources following only after devastating events, and from different countries. The claim about Safe & Effective, stopping

Transmission is based on never testing for such in the 8rst place. Had Big Pharma actually tested for immunity from Covid and if it

was even designed to do such, where are the safety test as to what it may muck up in our complicated biology?

If it turns our bodies into DNA Factories, does it cause other problems above and beyond what should have been a seasonal snotty

nose, if it hadn't been played with for Gain of Function. (Little need to answer that question.) Furthermore, to explore does it make

us machines to pass on their synthetic virus, caused by a Jab/s? A double Gain of Function whammy? Is the Gain of Function virus

a mule waiting to be combined with a second payload of instruction from a Jab/s?

The Science of Research is constant & even for those things working quite well, there most likely will be new information to 8ne

tune those things seeming to be well established. The Science of Research does not Dictate, it questions to inform. By the way, it

is quite evident Doc, Staff, the People of the Site, those who follow the site are engaged in the Research Science of Life, true

health. You are making a difference otherwise, why would there be such a massive scale on a Global Scale to silence us all?
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Guillermou et al, part of the big lie is that the vaxx is the ONLY way to combat...not just COVID, but any illness at all. And part of the

lie is to call natural medicine "Snake poison". I am not kidding that I read those very words in the mainstream "news"paper in our

area. I just could not believe my eyes and what...snake poison....was going on, society wide! Whew. Further, part of the lie for pro8t,

is that natural medicine is not strong enough, does not work, etc. I was lucky enough to study with a world caliber authority in

herbal medicine, and once one learns the pharmacology of the herbs and supplements, one can no longer think that way.

With the right *blend* of herbs and supplements, each targeting speci8c bodily functions that complement each other, one really

can have a very effective remedy for almost anything! Sometimes the concentrated power of mainstream medicine may be

needed, but by en large there is far more that is fully treatable by natural medicine, than the mainstream person realizes. Ignorance

is not always bliss, and knowledge is power! And as regards that concentrated, focused power of mainstream chemical "Medicine",

it is so harsh on the body and consists of chemical isolates, instead of a compound of multiple constituents which work together

synergistically, and buffer each other's actions.

That is why mainstream chemical "Medicine" has so many harsh side effects, itself a euphemistic term used as an actual and real,

operative *cover-up* for medical harm and even **medical maiming**! http://www.drugs.com  Major violent crimes are afoot, and

have been for decades. It is time for bigpHARMa to fall down as non-credible! I believe that is just what is happening as the

narrative crumbles, as people suffer "Side effects" including death, and as people 8nally wake up! How much suffering do people

want to sustain before they awaken? How long do they want this to continue? (continuing below)
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Back to the point of the vaxx, Johann Giesecke, WHO advisor for Sweden, said in an interview that for coronaviruses, vaccines in

general do not work. This was echoed by Succharidt Bhakdi MD, one of Germany's top microbiologist/researchers, and by

multiples of other physicians. The lies have been blatant across the board. Early on into the Plandemic, Moderna's top MD stated

that the vaxx does not prevent spread of COVID19! nypost.com/2020/11/24/moderna-boss-says-covid-shot-not-proven-to-stop-..

 So what is all the hullaballoo all about? That everybody is a murderer and criminally irresponsible if they do not get the jab? That

people do not recognize that criminal activity is afoot, wherever they are told such words and wherever a threat exists that they will

lose their job if they don't comply....is simply beyond me!

I think right there, that should be breeding grounds for utmost suspicion and even criminal investigation. And the biggest lie of all

was "matten the curve in 14 days". Ludicrous! As if such a thing is possible? Is it even possible to eradicate a disease world-wide?

Nobody likes the idea of disease, but the very fear of it is also part of the virus. Nobody likes the idea of sickness and even

possible death, but then again who likes permanent lockdowns and all that comes with it?

This is not living. And the deception of it all is that it requires medical vulnerability to succumb in a truly serious way. Maybe those

who do, said to have been healthy previously, all had masked inmammation and/or autoimmunity to begin with, and the Covid

infection simply exacerbated what was already underneath the surface. Perhaps we need a new model of thinking.

"Virus=dangerous" may not be the case. Instead it may be that "Virus+environment (internal and external alike) +immune status =

interactive loops". That is a completely different equation, and in my best quali8ed layperson's understanding, is far more accurate.

I rest my case.
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Yes Gui, I believe most of the crowd we have here today already is convinced this is a scheme by the pharma industry to capture

money that could go to other industries, but also to get the public into the pattern of following medical guidance regardless, as this

is most likely the way forward to a totalitarian world government. If we had always had free expression of ideas and the media had

not been captured purely for the use of the Cabal to perpetrate this hoax, the great preventative diets and supplements would have

been common knowledge by the last half of 2020 and the whole threat of this puny virus would have blown over by the end of that

year.

But meanwhile, look how many words, articles, speeches, videos, and whole groups have been put together trying to penetrate the

evil web of collusion, confusion and misdirection. Trillions of dollars and human hours have been consumed because of this battle,

only because there are conspirators in this world trying to take control. For some people, especially on our side, this has been a

taxing, capital and time consuming battle. And I have faith the battle is not going to stop until the truth is 8nally let out of solitary

con8nement and spread across the planet. So thanks for what you all are doing here.

Just today I see that Steve Kirsch has his daily article out on Substack listing fully 30 data points demonstrating why the

big-Pharma solution is obviously NOT a solution, and explaining that no representative of their side will even debate these points.

As he presents it, it is obviously an open and shut case. It has been for over a year. The data is there, it's now more a matter of

getting it into view of the general, deluded public. As Mirandola says, the right intake of herbs and supplements easily gives

protection. Here's an item on lysine: (next post)....
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mirandola, you make a great case. When going beyond what we are carefully fed and exploring natural medicine we often 8nd the

Rockefeller template has taken a once commonly known herbal/plant healer, to removed everything but its strongest element,

condensed it down. By removing all the other compounds with the notion this will enhance its abilities. For those who realize how

healthy soil, healthy food grown in healthy soils, or healing herbs, plants found in Nature can be incredibility powerful, the most

usual experience is all those elements removed most likely work interactively.

Properly used, the whole plant dampens if not eliminates Side Effects. It is the Rockefeller Medical Model template to ridicule and

chase out those health builders or if possible, take them over to declare them medicines so they can patent, 'own' them, then shut

down any competition. Too many for their liking have turned their back to them and only fall back onto them for the few things that

may work as advertised or mostly severe traumatic injuries needing intervention.
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Bill Sardi has put this together a while ago, but it is being put out again in better form now here:

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/02/bill-sardi/virologists-report-poor-mans-am..  Just by a healthier balance of amino acids in one's

food intake, ALL viruses are kept in control. Covid is no exception. It's proven science. You do not need medicine at all. Diet alone

(well, and maybe exercise and sunlight) can give you health. If viruses were an issue for humanity, we would have died off long

ago. It's only the malnourished and the stupid-malnourished who are dying from viruses today. We should have known about the

value of nutrition since doctors 8rst showed up on earth if they were really teachers as their name implies.

OK, so if you decided to skip reading the link, here's the simple truth: it is merely the ratio of lysine to arginine (2 amino acides in

your "protein" foods) that determines whether viruses get immediately killed or allowed to thrive in the body. Eat more lysine rich

foods like eggs, 8sh, cheese, meat, and less arginine rich foods such as nuts, seeds (all kinds such as grains) and orange juice and

you will have a balance that will prevent viral growth. Proven science. Lysine has been used for decades to stop herpes outbreaks.

But it works for all viruses.
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Just, exposed with great reality. We are in the science of deception that is based on a world of political regulation and medical

tyranny based on trusting experts paid by BigPharma. Government institutions do not admit any debate and threaten professionals

who dare to question government sanctions. CDC has collaborated with the wealthy private sector, philanthropic organizations,

and corporations to address public health despite blatant conmicts of interest. The foundation's list of donors is proof of the

corruption of government institutions. Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. tells us the truth: The CDC has become little more than a "vaccine

company" as it purchases and distributes vaccines annually through the Vaccines for Children program.

Actions are liability-free and effectively compulsory to a captive market of 76 million children The four companies that make

virtually all of the recommended vaccines are all convicted felons. Collectively they have paid over $35 billion since 2009 for

defrauding regulators, lying to and bribing government oPcials and physicians, falsifying science, and leaving a trail of (incurable

chronic illnesses) injuries and deaths from products they knew to be dangerous and still sold under pretense of safety and

ePcacy.” —Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
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Yes, Mirandola and stoneharbor, Humanity is facing a plandemic of domination and power through the control of the media,

coercive and violent mechanisms, which have managed to reproduce the germ of indiscriminate exploitation and genocidal

destruction of humanity . Propaganda is the basis of communication that pretends to defend a pandemic caused by a virus, but

that actually develops much better due to the propaganda of misinformation and lies. A quote from Edward Bernays on

propaganda: “The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an important

element in democratic society. Those who manipulate this unknown mechanism of society constitute an invisible government

which is the true ruling power of our country.

We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard of. This is a

logical result of the way in which our democratic society is organized. Vast numbers of human beings must cooperate in this

manner if they are to live together as a smoothly functioning society.” Bribery and investigative aid paid by taxpayers with their

taxes The authorities could prosecute Big Pharma criminality with the same energy that they attack ordinary crime and that they

could protect the informers that could exist in the industry itself.

Pharmaceutical companies receive substantial assistance from the US government, in the form of publicly funded basic research

and tax breaks, to promote drugs that suppress the immune system and cause chronic and degenerative diseases, which are

precisely fueled by a disastrous diet. protected by government institutions, while continuing to make multi-million dollar pro8ts,

charging exorbitant prices for medicines. But the problem goes beyond cost. Private medical companies should be prohibited from

conducting their own research; instead, they should pay a special tax to 8nance public research.
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Transparency International's report on corruption in the pharmaceutical sector found that hundreds of millions of annual global

health spending is paid for corruption and errors. Big Pharma's 8nancial muscle, according to the report, allowed it to spend

millions each year on political lobbying: “Pharmaceutical companies can improperly inmuence national political systems through

their vast purchasing power. They often fund candidates who support their position on key issues." Bribes to the media and

research magazines on the origins of the coronavirus are not eternal. The truth reported by Dr. Mercola stands 8rm: HERE’S HOW

YOU MAKE A COV IN THE LAB’: NEW PAPER ON COVID ORIGINS PROVIDES STRONGEST EVIDENCE YET IT WAS A MANMADE

VIRUS.

A brand new paper on the origins of SARS-CoV-2, the novel coronavirus behind Covid-19, is providing the strongest evidence yet

that the virus was manmade and did not originate spontaneously in a Chinese wet market. Princeton researcher Alex Washburne

announced the pre-print publication of the new study, which some skeptics are now crediting with changing their minds on the

issue. His Thread of it follows below: beckernews.com/heres-how-you-make-a-cov-in-the-lab-new-paper-on-covid-..

 manmade-virus-47554/ (10/20/2022)
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An article of great interest that links to Dr. Mercola's disclosures: SPIKE PROTEIN DISRUPTING IMMUNITY IN MILLIONS AFTER

COVID INFECTION OR VACCINATION: HERE'S HOW IT'S BEING TREATED The spike proteins cause inmammation, turn of type 1

interferon response, and reduce autophagy among other things, all of which adds up to a dysregulated immune system. Canadian

molecular biologist Jessica Rose estimated an underreporting factor of 31, adding to an estimate that more than 27 million

Americans may have experienced adverse events after vaccination. “Vaccine injuries are many,” Dr. Pierre Kory said Oct. 15 at a

Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) conference.

“The core problem in post-vaccine syndrome is chronic 'immune dysregulation',” Marik shared at the FLCCC conference. Spike

proteins can cause chronic inmammation. Studies have shown that inmammation can lead to cellular stress, damage, and even

death. Cells make up tissues, different tissues make up organs, and organs are part of our own physiological systems. Thus, spike

protein lesions are a systemic syndrome. The immune dysfunction caused by the spike protein not only causes inmammation, but

may also contribute to cancer proliferation and autoimmunity. Damaged DNA puts cells at risk of becoming cancerous, and these

cells must be removed to prevent cancer formation.
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People with prolonged COVID and post-vaccine syndromes often experience chronic fatigue, brain fog, exercise intolerance, and

muscle weakness. These symptoms are also often seen in people with mitochondrial dysfunction, indicating a possible link.

prolonged COVID and post-vaccine symptoms are associated with the presence of spike proteins, FLCCC-recommended 8rst-line

treatments focus on two main steps. The 8rst step is to remove the spike protein, the second step is to reduce its toxicity. The

body will then heal itself, and this is "the main goal of treatment," Marik said. The link describes the treatment:

www.theepochtimes.com/health/spike-protein-disrupting-immune-function-..

 ccpvnoe&src_src=ccpvnoe&utm_campaign=2022-10-24&src_cmp=2022-10-24&utm_medium=email&est=8l%2FX5ZA3l8vDAbRWf

UA15pnXzqXzF8Aj6cKM0d2z2IIxkhsnjb4oYqq2s%2FCOoq6)2x (102/202/6)
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Great comments and links, as usual, Gui. -- Is there any doubt left, about what the real purpose of this Covid Con is? Most valid

points have been covered by countless people in many different countries; although, it needs to be understood that all of these

"death for pro8t" companies have close ties to DARPA! This is the military! What is it that the military excels at? Killing people -

men, women, children, their dogs and cats...doesn't matter to them! Psychopathy isn't a prerequisite for the military; but it helps.

At this point, there is no excuse for anyone not to understand that mRNA technology is a biological weapon! After the weaponized

'fall' shots, ignoring the death and destruction will no longer be possible. The content of the following articles is irrelevant. The

point is, the relationship between these companies and DARPA. This merely con8rms my point. --

www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/how-a-secretive-pentagon-agen..  -- www.nature.com/.../d41586-021-00019-w
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Gui, more to add to your sharing RFK's observation "the CDC is little more than a vaccine factory." Be forewarned, this most likely

will P*** you off. P8zer to quadruple price of Covid Boosters after CDC approval;  www.youtube.com/watch   Some ef' bombs, but

in this case most likely not enough...#*^#%^@!
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Great posts here Gui on propaganda. It's really the lever, that gives leverage, to a "side" in a war. Maybe a picture is worth a

thousand words, but words themselves are worth thousands, or millions of dollars in a battle of ideas. Get the words out there and

blanket the airwaves with your words, and you have the advantage in any battle. Though language is said to be one of the great

powers of mankind, it is also the greatest weakness if the people are not made aware of how powerfully it can be used against

their own best outcomes.  We de8nitely need training in propaganda wars. As you say: "We are governed, our minds are molded,

our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard of."
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Meanwhile, he’s had it twice, as have BoJo and Trudeau. It’s hilarious, if it weren’t so sad.
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Can you think of a better puppet to have been placed into the WH to follow the script of those behind the curtain controlling his

strings? 50 years + marinating in the swamp feeding off "we the people" monies. The guy has ZERO remorse for anything he does

and was chosen for that very reason, Senile and without remorse. The ideal and perfect puppet
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Thanks Randy, your comments are always very interesting. You probably know that a patent is known that shows that the Wuhan

coronavirus was born almost two years before its release to the public, which proves the design origin of the coronavirus. Britain's

Serco Group approved the patent application for the Chinese virus 17 months before it 8rst appeared, and the entities listed as its

creators are many of the usual suspects: DARPA, Bill and Melinda Gates, Defra, Welcome Trust and European Commission. A 8ling

with the United States Patent OPce also lists the Pirbright Institute as a funder of the Wuhan mu. Pirbright, as we reported before

this all got out of hand, is funded directly by Bill and Melinda Gates' "non-pro8t organization."

“The coronavirus patent was issued in just 17 months from initial 8ling, an almost unheard-of speed, with very few objections from

SERCO (UK)-managed patent examiner Bao Q.  Li,” reports State of the Nation. stateofthenation.co  Kennedy's book, The Real

Anthony Fauci, discusses the eerily predictive pre-COVID scenarios that are deeply embedded in intelligence agencies and the

military. DARPA is involved. An Italian judge said he couldn't get the ingredients because it was a "military secret."

www.globalresearch.ca/video-italian-regional-court-identi8es-mrna-inj..
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Sure Sarah, that your diet is a great ally for your health. The globalists will not be able to with humanity, neither with Covid-19 nor

with their destructive weapons.
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Yes brodiebrock, Biden is a puppet of the globalist elite. The next time someone tries to say that Joe Biden isn't a geriatric nursing

home patient stuck in the White House, show them this. You need a card with step-by-step instructions telling you what to do,

including "YOU take YOUR seat." This is beyond embarrassing In the video below, Biden read a teleprompter signal that read,

"repeat the line." Harris remained stoic and only a hint of a smile could be seen on Becerra's face. Biden reads a teleprompter

signal, "repeat the line," before repeating a quote. In the next clip, he was slurring his words wrong. He tried to read the words:

"Right now, in all 50 states and the District of Columbia." Instead of "states," Biden said "straits." He pronounced "District of

Columbia" as "Disric a Combia". https://youtu.be/vsS3RMW6Chg  twitter.com/.../1545441399180591104
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You're so right, Gui. All things covid, was planned years in advance. Whenever the military or global corporations want to hide the

truth from the masses; they call it a military, or trade secret!
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Gui-All we heard was follow the science but nothing about follow the "Biology". What is it that the body and all living things need to

survive and thrive? If those self proclaimed experts in medicine were to tell us to build up our own immune systems-get checked

for Vit D/magnesium/B vitamins/etc we would somewhat tend to believe them more about our health. If they told us to build up our

nutrients levels to an optimum range not the basic low end one based on old RDA data we would actually have some healthcare

not sick care. https://byjus.com/biology/  www.khanacademy.org/.../biology  Follow the Biology would have been a better

approach from the beginning. Biology covers all the components needed for life. I wonder if Hippocrates were alive today if he

would be censored and vili8ed as many are today for alternative therapies. Would he have been chastised for suggesting

Ivermectin today? Food for thought.
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In my opinion and that of millions more "NOTHING being said, claimed or insinuated by Big Pharma, most world governments and

all of the MSM should be believed". The almost immediate hysterical actions and reactions by governments all over the world and

especially the WHO, a UN sub agency that is more corrupt than the UN should have been enough evidence that something very

wrong was happening. The "world wide global vaccine control of the population agenda, created in 1973 by the worlds liberal elites

was in full view. And now the mRNA technology, which they proved worked as planned will be included in every injectable drug.

World human genodice is now in the grasp of the liberal elites. IF MANKIND IS TO SURVIVE IT AND THEY MUST BE STOPPED BY

EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE.
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No legislator is allowed to run for any oPce, unless they have shown subservience & fealty to big industries—PharmaChem/AgriBiz
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No legislator is allowed to run for any oPce, unless they have shown subservience & fealty to big industries—PharmaChem/AgriBiz

being the biggest among them. Only difference between the parties, is packaging same scripts w/names changed to facilitate

drama in MSM. This !ru$ was deliberately started (at least in the US), in a nursing home near Seattle, & then in a couple other

far-mung nursing homes closer to the east coastbut nowhere near a big airport, even. Then a slight pause for effect. Then, the

announcements & shutdowns. Then, media keeps mogging “over8lled facilities staggering under the moods of sick”but, facilities

were mostly emptydog-&-pony shows, w/some few catastrophic vignettes splashed for effect.

Recall the movie, “Wag the Dog”? Yep. That. That tells me, it was a GMOd germ, 1st to do away w/elders who have not been dying

fast enough for Controllers & pro8teers, who had started the anti-elder/anti-disableds campaign over 20 years ago, w/memes like,

“if you’re not living on the edge, you’re taking up too much room”. They seem to be in a huge hurry; cannot even wait for Boomers,

China’s “one child” gens, & older, to disappear by attrition. And, 2nd, they needed to insure utter compliance by populations. They

have been grooming public, worldwide, for this push into totalitarianism, & depopulation, for a VERY LONG time.

I know simple surveys got done in the mid-1950s, by Govt ThinkTanks, that prove Controllers PLAN 60+ yrs in advance. The

Shutdown was about control tactics of all kinds being implemented. Look at Gaagle (surveillance across the web, censoring,

quietly removing undesirable websites, etc.), Fb (surveillance, censoring, cross-web surveillance, taking users’ data to pro8t the

cop.), & recently, Pypl (big 8nes on those who comment things the corp. dislikes, heavily censoring, & locking-down people’s

accounts).ALL happening concurrently.& “Nero 8ddles while Rome burns”

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/24/2022 9:52:59 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Geeze, not much room to comment with current events. Biden has been showing more signs of mental decline -- so here's today's

news! "Biden to get updated Covid booster Tuesday, less than 10% of eligible Americans have had the shot so far":

www.marketwatch.com/story/biden-to-get-updated-covid-booster-on-tuesda..  - doesn't anyone connect the dots, that the spikes

cross the BBB? Guess not.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/24/2022 10:03:19 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder what the buzzword will be for this winter. It won't be announced until after November 8th.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/24/2022 10:28:29 AM
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Governments of the world have never given a valid reason as to why these shots should be mandated.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/24/2022 10:29:27 AM
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How can anyone ever trust Big Pharma ever again? Myself, I am an fervid antivaxxer for many years and always will be. I have seen the

consequences of vaccine damage 8rsthand.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Anti-vaxx" Is an obviously strategized ruse used to manipulate minds and the public. Wherever there is a canned speech, I suggest

that people start to think about the fact that it is coached. Hence, there evidently was a purpose in invoking that lingo. Yuck! sick

stuff. It is time for the people to wake up!
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Yes DENA, A referral to Dr. Suzanne Humphries with board credentials in internal medicine and nephrology. She says "Vaccines

didn't save humanity and they never will." Like most doctors, she carried a blind belief for many years that vaccinations were

necessary, safe, and effective. Like most doctors I never lifted a page to 8nd some other truth for myself. But unlike most doctors, I

had no interest in maintaining false paradigms and am no longer in debt to governments for hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Unlike most doctors, I have the means to survive with or without my medical license because I have another career to sustain me

in the event of a bad scenario.

I'm not afraid to speak the whole truth as it sits on pages in front of me. Thousands of pages of hundreds of hours have led me to

see the horri8c truth of what is being done to people and animals around the world under the false pretenses of "health". “Smallpox

was not eradicated by vaccines as many doctors say. They say that out of conditioning rather than understanding of history or

science. The polio virus was not responsible for the paralysis in the early part of the 20th century.

Polio vaccine research, development, testing, and distribution have committed atrocities on primates and on humanity. Bill Gates is

not a humanitarian. Vaccines are dangerous and should never be injected into anyone for any reason. They are not the answer to

infectious diseases. There are many more sustainable and benevolent solutions instead of vaccines.”

stoplavacuna.wordpress.com/.../dra-humphries  www.sott.net/article/34336-Dr-Suzanne-Humphries-Vaccines-are-dangerous..
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Between creating ADHD, type 2 and myriad other highly treatable conditions, I stopped trusting Big Pharma years ago. The

“vaccines” are just further proof of their demonic ways.
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I can’t travel to US because I have not been vaccinated even though have had COVID. I can’t believe the US is still continuing with that

mandate.
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A great injustice when it is shown that natural immunity is what gives people greater protection against COVID-19, while genetic

weapons confer risks to people's health and death, in addition to transmission of negative effects through the contact and

aerosols to other people. A study by scientists at the University of Colorado con8rms that the vast majority of humanity has had

absolutely no choice as to whether to receive the Covid-19 injection because those vaccinated have been transmitting antibodies

generated by the injections through aerosol sprays The 8ndings shouldn't be surprising because a con8dential P8zer document

had already con8rmed that exposure to mRNA injections was entirely possible through skin-to-skin contact and breathing the

same air as someone who received the Covid-19 injection.

The document contains a whole section covering the possibility of 'mRNA vaccine removal' where it is possible for those who have

been in close proximity to someone who has received P8zer's mRNA injection to suffer an adverse reaction. Unfortunately, they

also add weight to claims made by Dr. Phillipe van Welbergen, who showed that graphene, an undisclosed alleged ingredient in

Covid-19 injections, is transmitted from the vaccinated to the unvaccinated and destroys red blood cells. and causing dangerous

blood clots. expose-news.com/2022/09/03/study-p8zer-documents-con8rm-shedd-ing/  (03/09/2022)
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Yes, all air travelers who are not immigrants or US citizens to the United States must be fully vaccinated and provide proof of

vaccination status before boarding a plane to the United States. This requirement does not apply to US citizens, US nationals, US

lawful permanent residents (green card holders), or immigrants. Exceptions to this policy will be extremely limited: 1) Children

under the age of 18. 2) Persons medically incapable of receiving the vaccine. 3) Emergency travelers who do not have timely

access to a vaccine jp.usembassy.gov/us-travel-requirements  .---- Spain, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, France, Malta, Portugal,

Finland, Germany, Estonia, Italy, Cyprus, Austria and Greece no longer have COVID-19 travel restrictions on visitors. Passengers

mying in the EU no longer need to wear masks at airports or on board mights. Some countries have chosen to ignore this ruling and

still require masks on mights. www.euronews.com/travel/2022/05/17/these-are-the-13-eu-countries-where..
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I am American and I am ashamed of my country for this.
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Why do you 8nd it diPcult to believe that the most evil, corrupt and greedy corporation is still strong arming others? They won't

even allow the Southern States to enforce the border with their own money and resources.
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Gui, you neglected to list ILLEGAL aliens are exempt from the jab. God bless America!
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Just come across the southern border!! Apparently criminal invaders don’t need vaccines of any kind!!! /s
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Guillermou et al, A) wherever people are "medically incapable of taking the 'vaccine' " there is inadequate FDA/CDC de8nition to

meet this criteria. Basically, it ends up that most people who truly are medically incapable of taking the vaccine, will be extremely

vulnerable, subject to coercion to take it just like the rest of society. (To recommend the vaxx to the immunocompromised is, in my

clear opinion, criminal malfeasance! I think the CDC knows very well that toxicity and messenger RNA will only cause Further

Immune Compromise and even immune imbalance, dangerous immune overactivity on steroids!)

www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/recommendations/speci8c-gr..  And many doctors and clinics are now afraid to

grant a medical exemption to someone truly needing it, for fear of losing their license!

Protection for the medical vulnerable? That is an illusory right and truthfully, does not exist in this current saga. I cry foul! B) As for

those countries you were good enough to list (Thank you Guillermou) no longer requiring masks and vaxx's to enter their borders,

please let us all please note that these requirements were lifted only *after* the vaxx was rolled out en masse! Fait accomplit, now

they relax their manipulations...for a while.

Until the next Plandemic comes up, that is a guarantee. It is time to raise awareness and questioning, with the general public. C) I

suggest the best places to start is with retired doctors and with school parent-teacher association board members. Send books,

articles, 8lm footage to multiples of those Board members, so someone ends up seeing it. Then it will become the 100th monkey,

because PTAs are given a lot of political clout with school principals, the media and politicians all alike. With strategy,we can win!

And we will! The truth will out! Courage, brave Mercolans!
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Gaining "immunity" from an injection that essentially destroys your immune system, seems somewhat of an oxymoron to me.

Natural immunity is the only immunity! We were all born with it and Big Pharma wants to take it from us.
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I was initially angry that I couldn’t travel to the U.S. I live in a U.S. colony and used to try to see my relatives when I could. Now? I

don’t want to be near all those “vaccinated” people. I’m happy to stay home.
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You’re coming the wrong way. You gotta sneak in from Mexico. Then you don’t need the jab lol.
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You can walk across the southern border in US unvaccinated but you can’t my into US unless vaccinated
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So is Canada !!!!
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Gui, does wearing a mask protect us from someone who has received the shot? When we had to wear masks, I made my own out

of a heavy cotton knit with an essential oil lining. I only wore it for a short time if I had to shop.
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Moving at the speed of bullshit requires one to sue that daily New York toilet paper knot 8t for wiping any American perpendicular- The

media ARE the terrorists-
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They can fool some of the people all the time and all the people some of the time but they will never fool me again. I know their heart and

they are evil incarnate. Evil can Not win. It is divided against itself. All it can hope for is to take some good people with it into hell. Stay

strong, stay united. Unity is strength ......... and power. "Be strong and courageous."
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During the signing ceremony on the accession to the Russian Federation of the four new regions on September 30th president Vladimir

Putin declared that a revolutionary transformation of the world is underway and stated that there will be no return to the old order. As

expected, his oration was largely ignored or distorted by Western mainstream media: “Our compatriots, our brothers and sisters in

Ukraine who are part of our united people have seen with their own eyes what the ruling class of the so-called West has prepared for

humanity as a whole. They have dropped their masks and shown what they are really made of.

When the Soviet Union collapsed, the West decided that the world and all of us would permanently accede to its dictates. In 1991, the

West thought that Russia would never rise after such shocks and would fall to pieces on its own. This had almost happened. We

remember the horrible 1990s, hungry, cold, and hopeless. But Russia remained standing, revived, grew stronger, and occupied its rightful

place in the world.” “Meanwhile, the West continued to look for another chance to strike a blow at us, to weaken and break up Russia to

set our peoples against each other and to condemn them to poverty and extinction.

They cannot rest easy knowing that there is such a great country with this huge territory and its natural wealth, resources, and people

who cannot and will not do someone else’s bidding. Western countries have been saying for centuries that they bring freedom and

democracy to other nations. Nothing could be further from the truth. Instead of bringing democracy they suppressed and exploited, and

instead of giving freedom they enslaved and oppressed. The unipolar world is inherently anti-democratic and unfree; it is false and

hypocritical through and through."
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"Do we want to have in Russia, Parent number one, parent number two, and Parent number three’ instead of Mother and Father? Do

we want our schools to impose on our children perversions that lead to degradation and extinction? Do we want to drum into their

heads the idea that other genders exist besides females and Males, and offer them gender reassignment surgery? This is all

unacceptable to us. We have a different future of our own. Let me repeat that the dictatorship of the Western elites targets all

societies, including the citizens of Western countries themselves. This is a challenge for us all. This complete renunciation of what

it means to be human, the overthrow of faith and traditional values, and the suppression of freedom are coming to resemble the

reverse of religion pure Satanism.

Exposing false messiahs, Jesus Christ preached in the Sermon on the Mount: “By their fruit, ye shall know them.” These poisonous

fruits are already obvious to people, not only in our country but in all countries, including many people in the West itself. The world

has entered a period of a fundamental, revolutionary transformation. New centers of power are emerging. They represent the

majority of the international community. They are ready not only to declare their interests but also to protect them.

They see in multipolarity an opportunity to strengthen their sovereignty, which means gaining genuine freedom, historical

prospects, and the right to their own independent, creative, and distinctive forms of development, to a harmonious process. There

are many like-minded people in Europe and the United States, and we feel and see their support. An essentially emancipatory,

anti-colonial movement against unipolar hegemony is taking shape in the most diverse countries and societies. Its power will only

grow with time. It is this force that will determine our future geopolitical reality.“ www.veteranstoday.com/.../putin-speech
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Seriously? Has ANY vaccine been scienti8cally tested to stop transmission of the target virus? While the P8zer exec is telling the truth

about the COVID vaccines, the intentions are to not to give the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. When she said ",there was

no time" she avoided the obvious. Vaccine manufacturers have rarely, if ever taken the time to do the science. As far as I know, no

vaccine has been scienti8cally tested to stop transmission.Some are clearly NOT intended to stop transmission, like the tetanus and

rabies vaccines. I don't believe the polio vaccine aims to stop transmission.

Certainly not the mumps vaccine. What about measles? Anybody know of one that has been tested to that level? Is being vaccinated

altruistic, or sel8sh? What does the science actually say? The altruistic person would aim to cure the sick as well, the sel8sh want to

avoid the disease themselves. Which disease "prevented by a vaccine" can we cure? Which disease prevented by a vaccine are we trying

to cure? With no theory of cure, we can't even tell if COVID, or polio, or shingles has been cure. The mantra "prevention is better than cure"

is hollow unless we study cure
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Tracy, mankind can take this determining reference: In 2019, a remarkable book, “Turtles All The Way Down: Vaccine Science and

Myth,” was published in Israel. The book, originally written in Hebrew, is a comprehensive examination of the evidence behind of

the claim that vaccines are safe and effective. Writing in the September 2019 issue of Harefuah, two senior academic

criminologists, Nati Ronel and Eti Elisha, "found the book to be well-written, serious, scienti8c and important" and to offer "a

comprehensive view of the problem". This book became the 8rst vaccine-critical book to receive a positive review from a

mainstream medical journal. Mary Holland, the book's editor and president and general counsel of CHD states in the book's

foreword: “Her evaluation of the book stands today, unscathed: in the three years since its publication (in Hebrew), no medical

professional or of the medical sciences has succeeded in refuting the book's claims." The reason why the information offered in

the book has not yet been refuted is simple.

The book's more than 1,200 citations refer only to major scienti8c journals and health agencies such as the CDC, the FDA and

WHO. The book has recently been published in English. MUST-READ BOOK ASKS: WHY, AFTER 7 DECADES, DON’T WE HAVE

PROOF VACCINES PROVIDE MORE BENEFIT THAN RISK?

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/turtles-all-the-way-down-vaccine-s..  (08/15/2022)

podcasts.apple.com/lu/podcast/special-report-mary-holland-and-zoey-oto..
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A superb book on how we've been fooled by vaccines. Written by Anonymous. If you had any doubts about whether we've been lied

to, they will all be erased by the time you 8nish Chapter 1. By Steve Kirsch Did you know there has never been one completely

randomized control trial done with ANY of the vaccines on the market to test for safety? Not one. So ePcacy aside, there is literally

NO science to back up the claim that any vaccine is safe for infants, small children, or adults. Did you know that only a small

handful of the current 'required' vaccines confer any kind of herd immunity?  About 70% of them possibly provide some personal

protection for the recipient, but most of the target diseases are mild anyway and easily survivable, thus completely negating any

kind of societal need for mass vaccination.

Did you know that the Salk and Sabin polio shots had a negligible effect on the reduction of polio cases, and in fact, there's a vast

amount of evidence that points to pesticide poisoning as the cause of the paralysis heretofore attributed to polio? Did you know

that chronic conditions in children have EXPLODED in the last 60 years or so, since vaccines have been pushed on an unsuspecting

public, with no honest attempt to explain or stop the explosion?  Every doctor/researcher who has even tried to examine this has

been discredited, blackballed, and had their studies suppressed. Government and Big Pharma fund virtually ALL scienti8c research

and they have zero incentive to 8nd anything negative in the vaccine program.

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../turtles-all-the-way-down-vaccine  (09/16/2022)
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Brought to you by the same people that pulled off 9-11.
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I would love to hear that before a commercial. It makes no difference that I don't watch the Boob Tube...it would never happen.
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So how and when can we get a Attorney General to 8le lawsuits against big Pharma for deliberately lying and handing the truth?   These

people need to be removed from societypermanently IMHO.  And take Lord Fauci, the entire CDC and FDA Boards that approved this

BullSh*t
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I agree with your call for AG lawsuits. Thank you for bringing this forward! I gave this post a "like" so it can be further seen.
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Thank you so much dr. Mercola for your early warning about the fake Covid vaccines, that you already published on February 9, 2021.

Your information saved many lives, but you were attacked for it by fake news, like the New York Times. But now the truth came out that

you were right; can't you sue the NYT to publish a recti8cation (correction) as big as their article that attacked you? -* * * Because Big

Pharma lied to the public, saying it was safe to go to football stadiums and concerts halls after being 'vaccinated', they promoted the

spread of the virus with the speed of science.

Those superspreading events killed so many people that thought they were safe, that we can call it genocide. Who will be prosecuted for

those criminal lies? * * * Fauci’s agency funded EcoHealth’s $1 million grant to help create new 80% kill rate covid strain, in violation of US

law www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/surprise-ecohealth-landed-1-million-grant-w..  The Boston University website acknowledge the

funding by the NIH and the Bill Gates Foundation,.
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Yes, Pete, Fauci funded by the NIH other organizations showing a link has made it possible for researchers at Boston University to

have created a monster, dangerous SARS C0V2 chimera with the high rate of transmission of omicron, but with serious disease

and lethal potential. Here is my 7 minute report and links to all the reference material

drtrozzi.org/2022/10/22/boston-university-created-a-dangerous-new-coro..  (10/22/2022) Links: STUDY FUNDERS AND

SUPPORTERS www.trialsitenews.com/a/gain-of-function-appears-alive-well-in-usa-mut..  model-fe72ab81 This is a classic

example of gain-of-function research with increased risk.  It was gain-of-function research that resulted in SARS-CoV-2 in the 8rst

place.

People like US Senator and physician Rand Paul have essentially demonstrated this fact. Notably, while squirming under

questioning from Senator Paul, Anthony Fauci repeatedly denied funding any gain-of-function research, let alone regarding

SARS-CoV-2. With this in mind, consider one of the key sources of funding for this current research that has spawned a super

deadly SARS-CoV-2; As the authors reveal the research project started with a non-lethal SARS-CoV-2. What emerged is a virus with

the potential to be much more dangerous. This means that all 23 authors of the paper may have ended up with a CL-4 pathogen

housed in a CL-3 facility. This latter type of facility is not designed to contain a CL-4 pathogen.

viralimmunologist.substack.com/p/lab-in-boston-made-what-could-be  (10/18/2022) ALL THE MICE INFECTED WITH THE

ORIGINAL SARS-COV-2 DIED. alexberenson.substack.com/p/urgent-can-we-please-not-freak-out/comment..  (10(17/2022)
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WE HAVE TO ASK IF IT IS CONNECTED TO THIS: www.ecohealthalliance.org/2022/08/ecohealth-alliance-and-boston-univer..

 palexander.substack.com/.../madmen-real-madmen-why-would-they  (10/16/2022) Here’s an idea how fast it could spread. Look

at the slope of the purple curve that’s Omicron. This is from a CDC paper. So expect the virus to spread everywhere in about a

month. stevekirsch.substack.com/p/bu-creates-new-sars-cov-2-strain?utm_source..  (10/18/2022) Commenting on the

researchers’ announcement, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., , remarked on the potential danger of such research — and its federal funding:

“What could be more insane than Anthony Fauci funding more of his gain of function experiments to soup up coronavirus lethality

in the middle of a pandemic caused by a juiced-up coronavirus that has killed millions?

“All of horri8ed humanity is watching Lord of the Flies play out at National Institutes of Health and praying for the adults to appear.”

Boyle, a bioweapons expert who drafted the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989, told The Defender: “Years ago, there

was a lawsuit to prevent and stop the building of this BSL-4 [facility] at Boston University that I did work on, and we failed. “At that

time we argued that the BSL-4 would engage in existentially type dangerous biological warfare research, and that was even before

gain-of-function. So, we knew from the get-go how dangerous this lab was going to be and tried to stop it. We tried, we failed, and

now this Nazi biowarfare death science dirty work is going on.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/new-covid-strain-risky-gain-of-fun..  (10/18/2022)
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We knew soon that vaccines didn't stop transmission. We were told it lowered the odds of dying from COVID. This second statement still

needs to be checked or questioned. And there is a third part, the bad effects of jabs, still to be recognized
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I suspect that the second statement was pulled out of someone's behind.
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It has all been crazy talk. They are liars and crooks--what more do you need to know? Distance yourself. You have enough productive

work to do at this a time. Spend your time wisely and ignore the distractions.
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Today, my feelings were hurt. I am angry and frustrated. I need to remind myself that the world is full of stupid people and that has

nothing to do with me. Yet, as an American, this is one more time when I am embarrassed by the laziness and ignorance of my

fellow countrymen. This is not the sort of thing ordinary education can 8x. My heart is 8lled with gratitude because I live in an area

of great natural abundance. Work = opportunity. Food can be preserved seasonally. There is no excuse for a person with halfway

decent health and a running vehicle (or even a bicycle) to go hungry, here—yet, I routinely hear excuses. Today, I went out to glean

an organic apple orchard.

When I got done there, I also foraged apples from some old homestead trees on a public right-of-way that were lovely and

amazingly bug-free. I harvested 3 species in all and well over 200# of very nice apples for cold storage with even more culls that

could be trimmed for applesauce/drying or juiced—and some critter apples, too. That was all I had time to harvest free food (not

from my garden) today. 5 hours of apple picking. Feeling grateful for my abundance, I decided to share with a widow who still has a

child at home. You can imagine how shocked I was when she made a sour face and said, “We do not eat apples at our house.” OK, I

would have understood if the entire family was diabetic or something However, this is not the case.

Then, in the next breath, she proceeded to bemoan the fact that candy has gotten so expensive she could hardly afford it anymore.

People like this will freeze and starve in the dark because they will not help themselves. Rarely can their children be helped, either,

as they are born into a sense of entitlement and do not consider their parents to be an example of bad behavior that should be

learned from and avoided. Adults have had several years of warnings to prepare and batten down the hatches. People have to help

themselves and not expect the cavalry to come riding in.
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I will be the 8rst to testify that an apple a day DOES keep all doctors away.
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Thanks Almond for presenting for example a seriously ignorant person and what their ignorance is costing them (and their

children). This is what a society "earns" from growing up with designed-poor education. They have taken away all practical training

on how to be healthy from our educational system, from kindergarten to pre-med and medical school. What do we expect? No

advertising of healthy foods, only junk food and medicine. How do people learn? When I had a child in kindergarten, the teacher

was encouraging the students to bring sweet snacks for snack time.

I presented the truth to this teacher on the damage of sugar to the body and she changed her suggestions printed out and sent

home with students. At least she included some examples of healthy snacks. But it takes education throughout a system to get a

healthy population. Just the high per-capita death toll from Covid-19 in the USA shows how much more poorly educated we are in

this country than in other countries. Constant TV ads for junk food and drugs is practically the only "health" education that people

obtain in the USA.

It's a total omission of health education from start to 8nish for everyone in the whole population as far as the media is concerned.

You reap what you sow. And then the few well-educated people that are members here wonder why we have so many sheep

around us. It's really not diPcult to understand if we look at how people are raised and trained, but never educated except in rare

families.
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I wish you were one of my neighbors, Almond. So many sad things about this widow: two of which are she is raising a child and

she probably votes for those responsible for the inmated price of candy. It's diPcult not to despair about the ignorance and

arrogance all around us, but I know I am not the only one of Dr. Mercola's readers who appreciates your contributions. I have said

before - Dr. Mercola and this group provide a daily dose of sanity for me - not to mention all the great information!
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Yes, Almond, it is good to have land to cultivate and water to nourish the land in the face of a drought that is taking place all over

the world. Inmation is skyrocketing for Biden with rising interest rates and farmers will be further oppressed by rising fertilizer

prices. Yes, what should be done is to give economic incentives to industrial agriculture and livestock. Biodynamic and

regenerative agriculture and livestock associated with organic fertilizers with ecological fertilizers such as manure, island guano,

earthworm humus, green manures, composting, bokashi, liquid ecological fertilizers, etc., which also have great advantages for

soil regeneration. Governments should promote this advantage for the health of the planet.

Some countries are already beginning to feel pollution and droughts. It would be very convenient to tax polluting industries. In

Europe agreements are already being reached in this regard for the coming years, in the so-called green tax. The greatest tax

weight should fall on the activities that are most harmful to the environment. Everyone should be aware of the environmental

bene8ts organic agriculture produces such as long-term sustainability. The quality of water and air. The Biodiversity. The 8ght

against genetically modi8ed organisms and the healthy distribution of ecological services.
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Apples are nature's candy, seriously. We shook the apple tree at our cabin originally planted for deer browsing and got around 40

lbs. I also helped an old neighbor who moved to another place a few months' ago to get her mowers, asparagus and raspberry

plants for myself, and I saw that these new neighbors who bought the house from my friend were not picking their apple tree, so I

got about 40 lbs. of Haralson apples. They are too lazy to pick them and would rather buy them from the store! Also this same

ex-neighbor gave me about 40 apples of honeycrisp and honeygold apples. She lives next to an orchard presently and they let her

glean what she wanted. Upsprayed trees, absolutely delicious apples. I am in apple heaven!!!!! All free!!!
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Guillermo and all... Perhaps better a carrot than a stick. Why not give tax cuts to people who have good environmental practices

such as organic farming anbd planting trees, while also reducing the size (and wastefulness) of govt?
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My husband and I were talking about the Halloweens of our childhood. There was not the greed we see nowadays. I was only

allowed to trick-or-treat on our block. My husband, the 8 houses on his rural road. Most treats were homemade--and there were

apples, too. People did not worry about razor blades in food because they knew all their neighbors. Not like driving carloads of kids

around to the biggest apartment complexes in town nowadays. Also, costumes were homemade by the children themselves. No

one spent money on costumes. Beyond a certain age, you were no longer allowed to go trick-or-treating.

It was understood that it was for children. And you did not ring doorbells late at night--you started after supper, when it got dark

and were supposed to be home by bedtime. I recall 2 incidents from my younger years. My family did not buy a lot, so we did not

have large bags--bags were also recycled for school lunches. One kind neighbor gave my brother a larger bag because he said the

bag my brother presented was only a "tampax bag"--in other words, you go to the store for a personal item and they make sure the

bag is not large enough to cover it, leaving it exposed.

My other memory was when me and a friend went trick-or-treating as a college student in the men's dorm. (Opposite genders were

not allowed in each other's dorms at that time, but I did not get caught.) I took the white bed sheets and dressed up as a nun. I did

a pretty good job of costuming, too! You should have seen the looks on the guys faces when they opened their doors. No one had

candy to give us, but plenty of cold beer!
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A well planned bio-attack on the un-learned and fearful...a full-on media terror campaign...a harmful vaxxx/deadly standard of

care...blackout of divergent opinion...trillion dollar shakedown of a compliant government...So what was any different than 50 other

propaganda schemes??? Scare em, keep em stupid, hide the facts until those clinging to the narrative will believe anything.  Wrongdoing

will never be admitted, prosecutions will fade into the future as followup agendas are implemented,...The beat goes on and on and

on......Humanity anchored in fraud...never to evolve.
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Oh, they’ll evolveinto Big Brother controlled Borg (a’la Startrek)hive-minds. Maybe, that’s what certain people needat least, those

who’ve been groomed for it. Billions have been.
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The whole Covid -19 and it's related vaccines and mandates were all a big lie to the world population. First the virus was part of gain of

function reseach intentionally released on the world. Then a vaccine that never was intended to stop the virus but was mainly gene

therapy. Crimes against humanity charges should be brought up on all those who perpetrated this hoax including Dr. Fauci.
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As I warned the Kenney Cabinet 22 months ago in an email dated 8Jan2021: "The Covid-19 vaccine developments were rushed and are

not proven safe or effective and should NOT be taken, especially by the low-risk population those under-65 or recovered from Covid-19."

The Kenney government closely followed Trudeau’s harmful and ineffective lockdown and toxic “vaccine” policies, with disastrous

results, needlessly harming and killing young, healthy Albertans. For the record, I published very early in the lockdown on 21March 2020:

LET’S CONSIDER AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH: Isolate people over sixty-8ve and those with poor immune systems and return to

business-as-usual for people under sixty-8ve.

This will allow “herd immunity” to develop much sooner and older people will thus be more protected AND THE ECONOMY WON’T

CRASH. Six months later top world experts published the same recommendations in their Great Barrington Declaration. In summary, the

Alberta government and health authorities have completely botched the management of the relatively mild Covid-19 mu, deadly only to

the very elderly and in8rm.

Inexplicably, our government continues to do everything wrong and harmful by continuing to push the toxic, ineffective “vaccines”. With

some possible exceptions, I don’t think our government and health authorities are acting with malicious intent, so I can only conclude that

they are exceptionally gullible and incompetent. However, there is no rational excuse for being this obtuse, this wrong, for this long.
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Consider that those highest up in governance ARE acting with malicious intent and those below are mostly clueless, incompetent

and unethical by protecting their careers and income.
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Trudeau works for the WEF. Also; since Canada owns the rights to the mRNA platform, the trudeau government gets paid for every

P8zer and Moderna injection! That is why he refused to even meet with the representatives of the "Truckers Convoy" - "covid" is his

golden goose!. UBC, Arbutus Pharmaceuticals and Aquitas Therapeutics were all involved in this. --

www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/how-the-early-work-of-a-canadian-sci..  --

8nancialpost.com/news/chinese-8rm-buys-canada-mrna-vaccine-tech-in-5..
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Hi Almond...I am a Canadian, living in a small village in Sweden, never before have I felt the necessity to learn everything about foraging

for food in the forest....Was very sad to see public apple trees full of apples that no one wanted, red currant bushes sitting full of berries,

neglected. An elderberry tree exploding with berries in front of an apartment building that only I seem to be collecting... When I was

collecting the fallen apples in the park, some people were laughing at me, as they drove by in their expensive Volvo SUVs...We will see

who has the last laugh.... I try to learn something new every day about survival in nature...Willow bark for pain and inmammation, pine

needle tea... Its out there if you have the desire to learn...Most Swedes will be spending their time 8ghting over the last packages of toilet

paper, instead of learning how to be self-suPcient...
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Hi Jewel62:: Good for you! I just 8nished a 2 year course in herbalism. It was amazing. SO many medicines that we used to go to

the drugstore for we can make ourselves. And not only are they as effective, they have no side effects. In my mind a perfect world

would have all schools have school gardens and all children would learn how to grow, harvest and cook real food. This would

include herbalism.  I am surprised that even with all the alternative protocols to Covid we don’t see use of herbal medicine. It’s all

drugs and supplements. I think that for a very long time now, we’ve been herded in the direction of crediting that which is produced

in a lab is superior to that which Nature provides. I am hoping that we will go through a new Renaissance in respecting the power

of Nature.
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Back around March 2020, when “Warp Speed” was passed and they announced that new vaccines based on mRNA (gene therapy) would

be used for the vaccines, I went on full research mode and found disclosure statements on the websites of Biotechs that WARNED of the

dangers of mRNA based gene therapies. It stated that it was recommended only for those that were going to die without some sort of

dramatic intervention and all other treatment options have failed. They admitted that it rarely works perfectly. In most treatments the side

effects were worse than the disease. In only about 1% of those treated was there a CURE for the disease. In about 40% there was a

temporary remission of the disease that lasted between 3 and 6 months and repeat mRNA injections (boosters) would be required (sound

familiar).

With each “booster” the side effects get worse and eventually the side effects from the mRNA jabs are worse than the disease (sounds

very familiar). For most people (60+%), there is no bene8t at all from the jabs, but the harmful side effects are overwhelming. I provided

links to these gene therapy websites. Not surprisingly, all of those gene therapy company’s websites have been either taken down or they

no longer have a disclosure statement warning you of the risks of mRNA gene therapy. That’s the de8nition of a conspiracy for those who

insist there’s no such thing as a conspiracy.
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Repeat after me: "Side effects are actually the DESIRED effects". Repeat the line.
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What exactly is the "speed of science"...? People can only "fall for" something if they choose to be ignorant and not truly self-educate,

being too busy with higher priorities in their lives like "entertainment" and "amusement".... As Jefferson (THOMAS, not "George") said, "If

a nation expects to be ignorant and free it expects what never was and never will be... The people cannot be safe without information.

Where the press is free, and every man is able (and willing) to read, all is safe" and journalist Joseph Sobran expressed, “a false and

distorted history, the sort of history one gets when one reads too many newspapers and not enough books.” Of course, one cannot read

just any book, even as one cannot frequent just any "news source", as the majority of books and news sources today are merely

propaganda. Those who do not have the rudimentary building blocks for thought, logic, who have no baseline of understanding, and no

functional B.S. meter, will end up eating a lot of B.S. and think that it is 8let mignon. Bon Appetit!
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When laypeople, a.k.a. Covidians, are using terms like, “move at the speed of science,” “I trust the science” and “the shot was never

intended to stop transmission but reduce the likelihood of serious infection and death,” I can only conclude none of them did their own

research. They blithely trusted entities that have been screwing them over for decades: Big Ag, Big Pharma and Big Government have

colluded for decades and these numb sheeple have been indulging in their entire menu of toxicity. Their brains are as mushy as their

other internal organs.  They’re perfect for the next phase: AI.
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Yes, Sarah, Big Tech, Big Food and Big Pharma constitute the framework of corruption at the service of the medical system and

the US government, moved by the strings of big capital. They are psychopaths who wreak havoc on innocent lives by uncaring,

sel8sh, irresponsible criminal parasites and elected oPcials who lie to their constituents, trade political favors for campaign

contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes of citizens, swindle taxpayers out of dollars. hard-earned, favor the corporate elite,

entrench the military industrial complex, and give little thought to the impact their thoughtless actions and hastily passed

legislation could have on defenseless citizens.

Harari made the bold statement in an interview with Chris Anderson, head of the popular media group TED, echoing past

predictions of a "useless class" of "unemployable" humans. Harai suggested that, unlike in the 20th century, when the "great

heroes" of prevailing narratives of political systems were always "everyday people," now in the 21st century, people "are no longer

part of the story of the future." ".

.” Instead, according to Harari, they have been replaced by arti8cial intelligence (AI) and displaced by a high-tech economy. “Part of

what might be happening is that people realize, and they're right to think, 'The future doesn't need me. Maybe if they're nice, they'll

throw me some crumbs, like universal basic income.” But it is much worse psychologically to feel that you are useless than to feel

that you are exploited,” Harari said. www.globalresearch.ca/world-economic-forum-adviser-claims-planet-no-lo..  (08/12/2022)
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This STINKS of RICO!!! (Racketeering Inmuence Corrupt Organization) BURN them ALL to the ground convicting on RICO AND the

Nuremberg Codex. RICO strips them of EVERYTHING!!!! ANY of these corrupt entities ALL of them - RICO!!!!
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Unfortunately, nothing will happen to them.
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www.facebook.com/watch  "Fault Lines Report: An independent review into Australia's response to COVID-19. The corporate owned

media is putting this report forward as if it's reckoning with the harms caused by government pandemic measures. People are sharing it

as though the powers that be are 8nally acknowledging how people have been harmed. Once you read the report you realise they are only

saying this to justify - Central Bank Digital Currency, complete surveillance system, eradication of data protection laws, an Australian

Centre for Disease Control, more adherence to global bodies, more government, and more Corporate- Government partnerships.

The 3 "Independent Philanthropists" are anything but! They together have business arms heavily invested in: Surveillance systems, Digital

Identi8cation, Health, Big Pharma, Genetics Research, hospitals, mental health facilities. I unpack this 30 minutes in. Please share this

video to anywhere where people are talking about how wonderful this report is. This is how they will create the prison system - where

what we saw during the last three years will be like a walk in the park."
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Executives at Facebook, Youtube and Twitter who suppressed the truth need some capital punishment.
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And the virus turned out to not be as deadly as they hoped, so they had to mandate the hospitals follow their protocols to increase the

deaths.
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They deliberately started it (at least in the US), in a nursing home near Seattle, & a couple other far-mung nursing homes. Then a

slight pause for effect. Then, the announcements & shutdowns. Then, media keeps mogging “over8lled facilities staggering under

the moods of sick”but, facilities were mostly emptydog-&-pony shows, w/some catastrophic vignettes splashed for effect. Recall

the movie, “Wag the Dog”? Yep. That tells me, it was a GMOd germ, pointedly initiated to do away w/elders who have not been

dying fast enough for Controllers & pro8teers, who had started the anti-elder/anti-disableds campaign over 20 years ago,

w/memes like, “if you’re not living on the edge, you’re taking up too much room”. They seem to be in a huge hurry; cannot even wait

for Boomers, China’s “one child” gens, & older, to disappear.

And, they needed to insure utter compliance by populations. They have been grooming public worldwide for this push into

totalitarianism, & depopulation, for a VERY LONG time. This was more about control tactics of all kinds being implemented. Look

at what Gaagle (surveillance across the web, censoring, quietly removing undesirable websites, etc.), Fb (surveillance & censoring,

cross-web surveillance, taking users’ data to pro8t the cop.), & recently, Pypl (trying to 8ne those who comment things the corp.

dislikes, & heavily censoring, AND locking-down people’s accounts).all this is happening concurrently.& “Nero 8ddles while Rome

burns”.
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The 8tness world was surprised to learn that Brignole died on October 13, and the mysterious part is that the reason for his death hasn't

been con8rmed. He was seemingly very healthy and 8t, and he took good care of himself. In the wake of his death, people are looking

back at his social media posts in which he expressed great con8dence in the coronavirus vaccine and said he would gladly serve as an

experiment to show people how safe and effective the shot was. "I have enough con8dence in the vaccine, based on my research, to get it

done," he wrote in April. "Those of you who think the vaccine kills people can use me as a test.

If I die, you were right. If I don't die, and have no ill effects, you were wrong, and should admit it (at least to yourselves). Better yet, you

should admit that you were misled, and tell the world who misled you, so other people can bene8t by avoiding those fear mongers."

Brignole's Facebook page is full of bodybuilding competition photos of himself, and he also shares the link to his blog on Ironman

Magazine. His bio says he has been competing in bodybuilding for more than 43 years. He has written books such as Million Dollar

Muscle: A Historical and Sociological Perspective of the Fitness Industry.
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Well, I have a much different recollection of the events and time lines related to the clot shots. It was announced back in March 2020 that

a mRNA based vaccine would be made and it would be ready for TESTING in less than 3 months. I watched (msnbc I believe) them

interview a Phyzer exec and they asked how on earth they plan to have a new Vax ready for testing in 3 months and have it FDA approved

in less than 9 months when it normally takes more than 5 years. The exec said "oh, we basically already have a Vax for

SARS-Cov-2.........we will just taketh mRNA Vax we made for SARS-Cov-1 and make adjustments since the 2 viruses are more than 75%

alike.....the SARS Vax will probably work just like it is for Covid19".

Later Trump, Fauci, Birx, and others started campaigns promoting the new jabs. Just before the FDA approval around Dec-14th, 2020 they

made it clear that these jabs don't offer virus sterilization like conventional vaccines. Many of here, including Dr Mercola, said these are

not vaccines if they don't sterilize and prevent infection/transmission.

That's when Dr Mercola pointed out that the CDC & the WHO collaborated to change the de8nition of what constitutes a vaccine. Dr

Mercola even posted he before AND after de8nitions. This had to happen before the FDA could approve the jabs. During those 6 months

of development, the NIH, NIAID, FDA, & CDC set out to discredit any and all possible covid19 treatments. They had to do that In order for

th FDA to be able give EUA for the fake mRNA vaccines.

If you have a treatment tat works the FDA can't give EUA to an experimental vaccine. For next 4 months they promoted these jabs as

reducing symptoms and hospitalization, NOT prevention of infection. This was keeping most people from getting the jab. Less than 40%

of the US population got by May 2021. That's when Biden took the podium and announced that if you get the jab you won't catch or

spread covid19. The MSM backed him. The CDC didn't reject it either.
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So, what about the chimeric new gain of function omicron they've just cooked up at Boston U?
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It doesn't matter to the leftists or the globalists. Jesus could come down from Heaven and tell them everything they've heard are lies and

they would ask, "Oh, sure - Who did you hear that from, God?"
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We are being inundated with false data. Big Ag, Big Farm, Big Food, Big Pharm are getting very devious. They hire marketing and PR 8rms

to manipulate the population. They are hiring bloggers, reviewers, and trolls to do their work. Half of the reviews on Amazon are now paid

for by these companies.
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As MUCH as possible - GET off line - and certainly get off ANY social media Consider it as MALICIOUS software. I realize that is a

herculean task these days. But the bad actors own it all!!! Anything cable and/or MSM as well. IF POSSIBLE - Consider going back

to a "dumb-phone" (NOT a burner phone) - and DO not simply transfer the SIM card from one phone to the next!! A "dumb-phone" is

JUST a phone. No GPS, no camera. No "Interwebs" NADA - its a phone. The more basic it is, the less they can wrap their slimy

tentacles around.  FREE YOUR MIND!!!! - Morpheus talking to Neo - The Matrix.
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LYING 8lthy murderers!! They WILL be judged. I hope they have their asbestos underwear.
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Eevee
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Attention all: Here is the prof saying in effect covid is over on the Daily Mail

....www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-11348133/Brutal-type-Covid-does-not..  And then here he is on the BBC website saying they want

people for a study, so I think it is obvious they are collecting results and long term data ...eye roll.... interesting timing.......

www.bbc.co.uk/.../health-63331805  see it is part funded by industry............. "....Our Future Health is part-funded by government, industry

and charities." Chairman of the programme, Prof Sir John Bell, said the ambition is to use the results to fundamentally shift the focus of

healthcare systems to earlier diagnosis and prevention.

...." Does anyone think this is a case of "if there is no market make one"......so they cause the illnesses, then get you come forward to be

analysed so they can then create the products needed to treat you and others in the future who will have the same illnesses due to mass

jabs. I think their business model is now out in the open for all to see, if anyone cannot see it they are not really awake.
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And stupidly so many roll-over & allow all the successive babysteps that have been implemented over the past more than 120

years. Some bigger steps, but largely, a litany of small steps, pushing towards Big Brother World.  Many overt examples happened,

in countries that fell into dictatorships, etc.; regular folks just cannot seem to get enough of the stuff sold them under the pretext

of it being “for your safety & bene8t”. “Watch this swing” (BushJr.)
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Momtad
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The whole purpose was the shots not a made-up "disease." They wanted to get everyone in the world injected with AI so they could

control everyone or just kill them. See Karen Kingston's research.
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.because they had to “move at the speed of science to understand WHAT WAS HAPPENING IN THE MARKET ... AND WE HAD TO DO

EVERYTHING AT RISK”. To me, that Screams, “to protect & grow pro8ts at any cost& I think that was because so many more folks have

been choosing alternatives, & even just nutrition, instead of commercial medicine.IMHO, PharmaChem has been seeing a drop in pro8ts

because people have increasingly been defecting away from PharmaChem. . It became evident over the past 30 to 40 years, as more

folks stopped suckering for the ever-increasing fear-goading by PharmaChem, trying to scare everyone into getting regular mu

shotsworse every year.

So, they had to invent worse bugs, & make a different bunch of pokes, then murries of them. Which begs the question, how many of the

previous mus were engineered? Like, GMOd germs? But, I do not believe any industry would do that without also doing something that

would INSURE ever-increasing compliance by public. It hasn’t been enough to use fear-mongering on steroids; or bribing to get laws

passed protecting the industries, not consumers; or literally destroying anything that hints at being healthy alternatives; or, controlling

curriculum, practice, & policies.they now appear to be building-in control.

That, in same time frame as Gaagle quietly removing websites & surveilling & censoring across platforms; Pypl & Fb doing same;

Medscape et al “agreements” forcing allowing all kinds of tracking & cookies, & more. How much more time do we realistically have, until

the big industries announce Big Brother, formally? But more importantly, HOW can it be Stopped? Where are the techs making alternative

systems that can safely & thoroughly do an end-run around Big Brother? & all manner of businesses willing to do biz via that, instead of

via Big Brother?
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Jimmy, this show was loaded. Keep it up and you will be as Great as Elvis.
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Nothing to investigate. I am positive the MSM will and the present administration will advise all concerned about this situation. Why

would anyone think otherwise?  WE have the most transparent media and government. Just ask them!
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Sarcasm, surely?
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"Speed of Science" feeds into our dying trust of P8zer and other Vax makers. It injects trust back into P8zer.
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Hey guys look at this !!! Ex UK government advisor says brutal Covid doesn't exist any more ..... "...Covid disease 'doesn't exist anymore':

Virus has drastically weakened, claims ex-Government adviser The ex-Covid testing tsar says the virus that emerged in 2020 is

essentially gone He said community immunity has blunted Covid's ability to disrupt Briton's lives His comments came as some fear a

combo of mu and Covid will cripple the NHS....." www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-11348133/Brutal-type-Covid-does-not..   I think this

shows countries should go for natural herd immunity,
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Jimmy, dr. Fraudchi is correct about a vaccine and its purpose. But these shots are not Vaccines cause they dont prevent infection.

Nothing but lies.
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CDC recently approved vaccine for children. Is this going to be a mandatory vaccine or recommended? I do not want my teenage son

getting the shot.
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Walensky, and the CDC, are on record (just recently) saying they have never mandated school vaccinations and that they never

mandated Covid-19 vaccinations. That’s their way of not being held accountable. Technically, they can’t mandate. They just

“recommend” vaccine schedules. The SCHOOL BOARDS are the ones that set the vaccination protocols! They are in lockstep with

everything the government “recommends”. The public schools have become nothing more than NAZI-style indoctrination

campuses. If the Reps win back the Senate and the House they better do something about this. Don’t hold your breath. Most young

adults with school-aged children BELIEVE this nonsense whether they are Liberal or Conservative because they graduated from

these exact brainwashing indoctrination camps.

We are dealing with close to 100 years of pure brainwashing. It’s straight-out Marxism! That is next to impossible to overcome.

They accuse those that oppose them as being fascist and/or *** and that we are a threat to “Democracy”. They accuse us of

exactly what they are doing. They can do this and get away with it because the news media has been hijacked by the same people

that hijacked the public schools (Vanguard, Blackrock, World Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab, Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, George Soros,

etc). The news media is the carrier pigeon for this propaganda.
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We knew this two years ago, yet it's reported today as "breaking news." The power of public relations and propaganda.
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No kidding! I pointed this out in March 2020 and gave references!
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Sickening! Criminal! Socially devastating on so many levels. The complexities of their greedy nightmare is still reverberating through my

family and social circles. I doubt time will heal many of these broken relationships bc those same family and friends may not believe this

admission. Their pride alone may prevent them from acknowledging they were wrong and gullible. How do we move forward with this hot

potato?
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Hey folks.. how did we get to this point in our beloved America? Lies upon lies are all we get anymore. There are a lot of people in this

land that would deny they were communist, but in my opinion they would 8t in very well in the CCP! Communism isn’t coming to America,

it’s already among us and all around us.. from the top in high places to the lowest of the low.. it should be required of every American to

be re-educated in the history of communism.. there is no truth nor true individual liberty in communist thinking.
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Because we keep electing people to oPce because of their "leadership abilities," not realizing that those same character traits that

we admire are just as easily attributed to narcissism. Our leaders are all sociopaths.
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I’m married to an Asian who has communist relatives. We cater them about once every 4 years to a tour of the USA. Their last visit

to the USA was in 2019 (summer before covid/the last summer of freedom). They were blown away. They shook their heads in

disbelief. They said the USA is now more communist than the communist countries they left (some are still there). It’s all in the

de8nitions. The Dems just change the de8nition of whatever it is they want so it is less offensive to the masses and/or it meets

their narrative. BTW, this Asian with Communist ancestors, voted Republican in 2020 and she was once a staunch Democrat! The

lockdowns “woke” her up!

Regardless of what party you represent, you are supposed to respect the president. She (like me) watched all of Trump’s pandemic

press conferences during the lockdowns. I voted against Hillary in 2016, not for Trump. I personally could not stand the man, but I

hated Hillary even more. Same for Romney. I voted against Romney, not for Obama. I feared the end of Democracy if Romney was

elected. Anyway, we were forced to watch the covid-19 press conferences/updates on Fox News, OAN, and Newsmax. No one on

CNN, NBC, CBS, ABC, or MSNBC would cover the press conferences LIVE! The only reason we even knew about them was because

we would get alerted of “BREAKING HEADLINE NEWS” at the top of our web browser.

We would have to “channel surf” to 8nd Trump giving a press conference. Both of us were bewildered by this. Never in our lives

has the President of the USA given a press conference that wasn’t given LIVE UNITERRUPTED COVERAGE!! So we would watch it

on OAN most of the time (sometimes FOX). The next morning NBC and all the other liberal news media would report on a few

1-liners Trump said and spin the entire thing into something totally opposite of what he actually said like “drinking bleach”. He

never suggested that. He did make a comparison to bleach. continued....
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After 2 straight months of this daily lying from MSM we blocked all news channels except for FOX, OAN, and Newsmax. Shortly

after that AT&T drops OAN. Newsmax and Fox will probably be dropped soon. When that happens we will oPcially be the United

States of the CCP.
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"jim", you are fortunate to get Fox, News Nation, and OAN, I suspect through subscription TV. I have never had any access to any of

those news stations for the simple reason I refuse to pay for "cable". Now that over the air (OTA) HDTV was instituted some 15

years ago, I recently got this "cable" type news program NEWSY, mediabiasfactcheck.com/newsy  , from both El Paso ABC's/KVIA

TV and Albq NBC's/KOB TV. But one day when watching NEWSY, I noticed a banner above the anchors' chairs touting the

Washington Post...oh boy. :-( So your post encouraged me to 8nally do an online search on NEWSY, and the above linked fact

checkers give it a "good" rating, but who is checking the fact checkers??? :-(
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In the beginning of the Pandemic, the Virus was billed as a deadly virus due to people dying. Seeing people die from this virus enstilled

fear into us which easily sold a vaccine that was presented as a lifesaver which P8zer presented as a shot that would save us from

getting to the point of being on a ventilator. It gave us a comfort blanket of avoiding death. So people lined up freely to get it. This was a

"Marketing Scam" that we were easily sold on as a "Life Saver". But when more people were dying Postvax, it derailed its selling points.

When professionals started comming out with "Real Science" proving these shots ARE cause of death according to Autopsies performed

by Pathologists. Now more people are learning everyday that we've been lied to. This is why the Vax program is dead in the water. Forums

like this are saving lives. Prosecution is in the works and will be the biggest Scandel in American history.
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You can die from any respiratory infection/illness if you don’t treat it. Remember them telling everyone that we had nothing to treat

this with? They said this even though in 2005 Anthony Fauci said in a press conference around Aug 22, 2005 that

Hydroxychloroquine/Chloroquine/HCQ was a “MIRACLE CURE FOR CORONAVIRUS INFECTIONS”! South Korea had already been

using HCQ to treat/prevent/cure coronavirus infections VERY successfully for 2 months prior to Fauci and the CDC discrediting

HCQ. S. Korea is still using HCQ today for treating Covid-19 patients.
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Excellent and timely article which I intend to share. We live in the most evil, corrupt times in history, yet the perpetrators carry blatantly

and arrogantly on their way, supposedly safe in the knowledge that their government/MSM in8ltrated lackies are free to spout the

constant lies and propaganda that keep the ignorant masses in perpetual fear. The same masses, who, if truthfully informed would end

this deadly charade now, instead of unwittingly aiding and abetting these psychopaths. All we can do is keep chipping away in the hope

that the excess deaths and injuries will eventually register in their feeble minds. Here is a documentary “Safe and Effective: A Second

Opinion” which barely touches the tip of the “vaccine” injured numbers, but the more these injuries are publicised, the better chance of

awakening the compliant and obedient masses we have https://youtu.be/dIVZ5ssWB-o  If taken down, can be viewed at

www.oracle8lms.com/safeandeffective
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EUREKA....! It just came to me. "The speed of science"... It is somewhere between the speed of light and the speed of sound... that is, the

speed of the smell of B.S. ...!!! the foul stench that sticks to your nose hairs, and which you cannot outrun, from which you cannot run fast

enough without having the stench attach to your clothing, and cause the contents of your stomach to spontaneously empty at equal

velocity and inversely proportional to the square root of the speed of science times itself...! I think that discovery of mine is worthy of the

Nobel Prize...!  Robert, Sacred Truth Ministries
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WHY should anyone feel sorry when someone reaps what he sows? If he did not want to sow what he would reap, he should have sowed

something different. Only a fool would be mad that he does not reap strawberries when he sows poison ivy. We should be happy, not sad

for them when they reap the only possibly results of their actions. If they win the annual Darwin Award, that is wonderful. People who

claim to be experts who commit suicidal acts thinking that their actions are humanitarian and life-saving... deserve what they get.

Only a fool will jump headlong into the abyss with the fantasy that he will land on cotton candy and marshmallows. Anyone has the right

to commit suicide. NO ONE has the right to demand others commit suicide with him. THAT is HOMICIDE and all politicians and

"scientists" and corporations involved in such genocidal mandates are guilty of mass homicide / genocide / crimes against humanity.

Anyone has the right to be psychotic. No psychotic has the right to demand that sane people enter their delusion with them.
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The speed of science equals how fast the b.s. travels and spreads.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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The dye is already caste. The sheer # of newly created "sickly" developing post injections now will feed Pharma for decades. Huge

upticks in neurodegenerative, immunological, cancers, infertility issues (not to mention the maiming and death from injections

themselves) etc, and only increasing. It's no coincidence we see huge upticks now of slick marketing ads used by Pharma to target these

creates new health issues either, Create the problem...normalize the issues and treat with high priced patented drugs while censoring and

minimizing all effective cheap and safe alternatives. A sick society is simply a good business model. Forest for the trees. Just sayin...
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM
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The sheer hubris of people like Janine Small is weapons-grade. They don't just lie to our faces with nonsense about "following the

science" when nothing of the sort happened, they say it as though it is irrefutable fact. And they do so with the full knowledge that the

media steno pool will dutifully carry their water. I 8rst saw this clip about a week or so ago on Tucker Carlson. Then, the Dutch PM Roos

had his own YouTube video that featured Small's response. As best I can tell, the mainstream press is still trying to shove it down the

memory hole rather than engage in actual journalism. In further videos, a few EU Parliament dissidents have produced copies of the EU's

contract with P8zer.

Almost every word is redacted. Whatever one thinks of the EU, those members did not elect themselves and they are supposed to be

representing someone, but the organization's leadership has instead chosen to be as opaque as humanly possible for the bene8t of drug

makers. Once more, public service becomes self-service. And people wonder why the proles might be upset. A third example is a CDC

panel's recommendation that the Covid shot be included in childhood vaccination schedules. Rather than consider the implications, the

media's response was to dismiss the claim that this shot will soon be on the mandated list as right-wing conspiracy and misinformation.

Is it? It is true that the CDC cannot unilaterally dictate what shots are given to anyone, children included. BUT, and this is a big but,

numerous states follow the agency's recommendations when formulating vaccine mandates. And true to form, California has already

made this vaccine a condition for attending public school. The bottom line is that these shots and the authorities behind them are

indicting themselves on a near daily basis, yet much of the media is steadfastly ignoring that. When they lie to you about things that are

easily proven, imagine how they treat more diPcult topics.
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The real truth will never ever come from the lips of a mouse like Fauci!
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I never took the vax neither do i wear a mask people all around me are becoming sick because they have no full immune system and are

susceptible to anything moating around right now i do belive i had a sni�e a while ago it soon cleared up there is the evidence i need that

there is no truth in the vax only lies lies and pro8t at the cost of lives and injuries. in a little while when all those that are responcible for

vax rollout and administration are locked up then there will be the biggest ever trial(s) greater than the nurnberg trials that occured after

ww2.
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I did not put that bioweapon in me, but I do wear masks when outdoors. Why? Not to protect myself against Covid. I’ve had it and

after 36 hours, I no longer had it. I wear masks in public to protect me against the nastiness jabbed people are excreting. Initially I

wasn’t sure they could shed. Now I’m sure of it. Whenever I’m in the presence I’d “vaxxed” people, I become light headed and need

to sit down. I now do ivermectin and providine before and after an outdoor visit with a jabbed person. I also mask up. They have

cooties I do not want.
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Sarita; the fact is that those masks are not capable of blocking any nano-sized particle. They are; however, quite detrimental to

human health, in more ways than one - no matter if they're made from paper or cloth. This is only one of many articles on the

subject. -- www.drpaulalexander.com/.../the-dangers-of-masks
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Glad to see the dam is breaking. Finally.
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Fraud and lies on oPcial record, yet CDC votes 15 - 0 in favor of putting COVID treatments on the childhood schedule. Now Big Pharma

has legal protection from liability and the corrupt oPcial with them. How does this get reversed? How do we get to own our health again?

So many people have been forced to take this experimental therapy and the side effects are already grotesque.
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I do NOT 8nd it shocking,,, it is business as usual. I DO 8nd it criminal --- do you suppose our 'department of injustice' will deem it so????

(don't hold your breath.)
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This "virus" was made in China, released in China and the "vaccines" were made in China, all paid for by the US government. Sounds like

someone declared war on the US with the help of traitors on the inside. Now we have one question to ask Fauci - why were

self-assembling nano particles added in the shots.
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Okay so the latest information on all the lies and misinformation put across by a group nobody knows who has harmed and even killed

innocent individuals all in the name of lies and they have been able to put this across without much questioning. Senator Paul from

Kentucky is one of the few there is a couple other ones and some courageous physicians and scientists and politicians who have stepped

forward to try and sort this out however they still don't know who was behind it and how they are operating all together... What I get from

this latest article is next year which is only a few months away they're going to investigate more of this and put it before committee in the

government well again it seems the government is quite corrupt the people looking into it might be honest however are they going to get

to the bottom of it?

We have to hope so because we have no other hope otherwise the media is bought and sold it's corrupt.. we have a president that's a

puppet following orders.... I only hope that we get more help behind us to push the effort to expose and 8nally break up this corruption

anybody have any thoughts on this????
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Look at all the "Bouncing Balls' .....everyone keep you mind and ears and eyes on the 'Bouncing Balls' spew on and on for months after

months babbling about Vaccines and Fauci and Biden and delta and covid and Wuhaun and gain of Function and Trump was robbed and

SuzziQ was 12 and abortion is OK and yadayadayada about the same old BullSh88 over and over and over again and again.....and

Meanwhile-------------back at 'Da Ranch'...............them 5G towers are Popping up all over , little units on power poles and chimneys and

building and street-light poles(the poles you pay taxess to put up).....I wonder if they have YOUR Permission to cook you....????? without

your consent.....Hummm??????.....maybe a nice suit can slow it up.........naw......these criminals can do what ever they want.....hey they

been mutalating baby boys for 3000 years and no one said Boo....so what a few 5G kiilling machines gonna hutrt.........
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's great to see that Dr Mercola is following Jimmy Dore, but maybe use his other channel for videos? rumble.com/TheJimmyDoreShow
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup there you have it, I watched the Robert Roos video on you tube a couple of days ago. On another topic completely, I read an article a

couple of days ago, can't 8nd it now, so open question to health enthusiasts on here - has anyone else read, or know about caPene

"supressing T Cells in the spleen" ? which in turn will obviously weaken your immune system as T Cell production is down .. anyone ?
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not saying it's not true but there's nothing on Google about caffeine and T cells in the spleen. I wonder if removing your spleen

can help with this if it is true? Maybe Gui knows. Ask him.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uh, you might not want to trust and rely on Google for the truth, facts and unbiased information.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Brian; when have you ever caught google lying? Never mind...How many times have you heard them tell the truth? It will be much

quicker!
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All because of embracing the dark & rejecting the light without darkness. Worshipping and serving the creature more than the creator

who is forever blessed...teaching faithless sustainability demanding death & murder, glorifying it & the sin that brought it into this world &

magni8es it. 'Magically saving' the world from poverty by killing as many people created in the image of God as possible, hating them as

they hate the God of truth, with that old father of lies & accuser of the brethren, pretending that's a 'good' thing doing evil that good might

come, utterly deceived, & only serving to hasten their own judgment & destruction, as well as the dissolution of this world, this creation,

the loss of many deluded, self-justifying, proud, unrepentant souls. Left wing, right wing on the same foul bird...always falling back,

always moving the same direction, & away from God & the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures, the KJB. The love

of money & pride drowning men in destruction and perdition.
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